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AND DISCOURSE FOR ALL
Variety is the spice of life...

The evening is a special educational evening in honour of Tu Bishvat, the new year for the trees. On
Tu Bishvat we have the custom to eat lots of fruit.
We start with a light supper followed by a choice of three sessions and finish with a main speaker.

Celebrate Tu Bishvat with a Coconut
Islam: greatest danger to world peace?
The Life and Music of Gustav Mahler
Tu Bishvat Today: The Challenge of
instilling Ideology in the IDF today
LIMITED SPACES - £12.50 PER PERSON £22.50 PER COUPLE

HOSTED BY SWHC AT THE SHUL

Please contact the Shul Office on 01702 344900 or email swhc@hotmail.co.uk to book your place on
or before Wednesday 20 January 2016. For more info please contact Rabbi Bar on 01702 393535.

7:00 - 8:00		

Celebrate Tu Bishvat with a Coconut

Suzanne Elman

• Delicious Coconut Curry • Fresh fruit & vegetables to celebrate the Land of Israel • Vibrant Salad • Selection of Fruit Kebabs •

8:00 - 9:00

Session A1 Islam: Understand the greatest danger to world peace? Charles Landau

“Islam, Koran and The Jews: Commonalities and Conflict”
With the spread of Islam around Europe and the World, why is Islam feared?
Who was Mohammad and what was his relationship with Judaism?
What is the essence of the Koran and Sharia Law?
What is the difference between Sunni, Shiite, Mecca, Medina… but …Jerusalem! ...a city never
mentioned in the Koran.
What is Jihad?
Is Islam mired in the Middle ages, are ISIS and Hamas moderate Islam?
Can Islam respect ‘The People of the Book’ and why do they believe in a Jewish State, but never admit it?
Importantly can there ever be peace for Israel or anywhere else with a resurgent Islam?
8:00 - 9:00

Session A2 An introduction to the life and music of Gustav Mahler

Philip Hyman

Philip Hyman’s 40-year career with BBC Radio included periods as an Announcer on Radio 4, as a
Producer/presenter for World Service English-Teaching programmes, and as a Scheduler for Radio 3.
Philip loves music of all kinds and has a particular passion for classical music. For the past ten years
he has been talking about Jews In Music at venues across London and elsewhere, and he writes
about music occasionally for the Jewish Chronicle. All of Philip’s lectures are illustrated by music.
For Tu B’shvat he has chosen to speak about the greatest Jewish composer of all - Gustav Mahler,
who, as well as depicting Nature in his music enjoyed hiking through forests and mountains.
Mahler’s profound music can be sublimely beautiful, and disturbing; Highly dramatic, and at other times peaceful, for it
contains every human emotion.
When asked if he thought there was any jewish music in Mahler, Leonard Bernstein said “...Any Jewish music? It’s ALL
Jewish.” The experts are still arguing, and tonight you have the chance to make up your own mind as Philip takes us
through Mahler’s fascinating and dramatic life.
9:00 - 9:50

Session B	Tu Bishvat Today: The Message of the Trees and
The Challenge of instilling Ideology in the IDF today

Rabbi Hammer

Rabbi Shalom Hammer serves as a lecturer for the IDF to help motivate troops in all divisions
and infuse Jewish Identity. In addition he is currently involved in his own initiative offering lectures
throughout the country on the basics of Judaism to secular Kibbutzim and Moshavim. Rabbi
Hammer is a contributing writer for the Jerusalem Post, has authored four books and serves as
guest lecturer for communities worldwide.
Based on experiences during Operation Protective Edge, Rabbi Shalom Hammer offers personal
stories and insights regarding the significance of Tu Bishvat which will help you appreciate the messages of Jewish
Unity, Subscribing to Ideology and the Zionist dream. Traveling on this journey with Rabbi Hammer will help you
understand the emphasis Judaism places on the value of preserving life. The lecture concludes with a short musical
slide show depicting Rabbi Hammer’s activities in the field of the Operation.

